Organization of microtubules in dividing and elongating cells of Vicia hajastana Grossh. in suspension culture.
Cells of Vicia hajastana Grossh. cultured with 2,4-D showed coupled division and growth and formed multicellular files of small isodiametric cells. In GA without added 2,4-D, the cells stopped dividing and continued elongating for several days. Total growth was the same in both hormone conditions. An immunofluorescent technique was developed to study microtubule (MT) distribution. Cells in GA showed parallel MT arrays oriented transversely to the axis of elongation. In some cells the number of MT per unit length was maintained during growth while other elongating cells showed reduced frequency of MT. Microtubules often appeared as thickened, branched strands, probably as a result of lateral aggregation. In cells grown in 2,4-D some pre-prophase bands of MT were observed. Cells in mitosis lacked cortical MT, and all organized staining was in spindles or phragmoplasts. Interphase cells in 2,4-D showed variable organization of cortical MT ranging from disordered to transversely ordered. Cells in early interphase had disordered MT while larger cells showed order. These observations indicate that MT in cycling cells are continually changing organization, probably accounting for the different distributions observed in interphase cells. On cessation of the mitotic cycle, reorganization of MT stops and transverse arrays of cortical MT are maintained as cells elongate. These processes are similar to those observed in organized tissues; however, cultured cells offer distinct advantages for experimental manipulation and microscopic observation of cytoskeleton.